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Captain’s Introduction
Paul O’Brien, Captain Regent Park Golf Club 2016
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this, on social media in particular, in the
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members who become inactive or leave.
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Our Golf Club is no different and despite
bringing many juniors coming through we
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With regards to Regent Park membership
the Committee have developed a strategy
which aims to support the long-term
sustainability of our Golf Club. Committee
representatives met with Regent Park
management to explore this problem and
consider how we could work jointly to
tackle this issue. We have agreed to
combine our membership cost with the
season ticket package to make an attractive
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decision is made prior to
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project having had
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Membership subscriptions for existing

A number of Regent Park Ladies attended

discounted offer for new members,
particularly in the age brackets mentioned
above. We have also secured an agreement
that the season ticket early bird offer for
existing members will remain at the same

works. We believe that the

members will be paid directly to the club in the Corfu Golf Festival in October.
the normal manner, they are due to be
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